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TEAM D
It is tough to describe the history and legacy that goes in to being on Team Dagger. Our Team has
represented the purest form of whitewater paddlers. World Champions, World record holders and
World travelers. But beyond the glory of a new waterfall record there is the same Team Dagger that
teaches roll clinics, offers free beginner classes, donates time to charity or has started a paddling
program to beneﬁt those that might otherwise never get a chance to experience kayaking. Our Team not
only pushes the sport to new levels but also enjoys giving back and encouraging others. Anna Levesque
started ‘Girls at Play’ while Hobie helped create ‘Paddle with the Pros’ and was recently named along
with Anna as an American Whitewater Athlete Ambassador. And then there is Brad Ludden and ‘First
Descents’, a kayak camp for young adults living with cancer. Our Team knows it not just about the victories
but about making contributions and getting people on the water. Dagger is proud to support the men
and women of Team D and all they do for the sport of kayaking.

SAFETY INITIATIVE
Let’s face it, paddling is fun. It doesn’t matter if you are on a class II day trip or a class V exploratory mission, being on the river makes
you happy. But along with the fun comes responsibility. That’s why Dagger Kayaks is the ﬁrst whitewater kayak company to offer up a
series of FREE safety classes designed to help educate paddlers for emergency situations. Set in a classroom format, the Dagger Safety
Initiative (DSI) is a one day dry land training class that will teach you the fundamentals of river awareness. While it is easy for anyone
to go into a paddle shop and get all the gear and head to the river, it is our goal to give you the knowledge of “what to do” when your
day on the river does not go as planned. From throw rope practice and scenarios to choosing the proper equipment, our class is designed
to offer you basic safety knowledge and insight that will beneﬁt you and your paddling partners. The DSI program is endorsed by
American Whitewater and instructed by nationally recognized SWR instructor and Team Dagger safety man, Mike Mather. Stay tuned
to www.teamdagger.com for dates and locations of upcoming DSI classes near you.

Photos by: HuastecaSecreta.com, Mexico Resort; Nate herbeck/
liquidkayak.com

Known as the most recognized paddler on earth, Tao is a full time globetrotter that has run the biggest
ﬁrst descents for over a decade. With over 50 ﬁrst descents, 3 World records, a pre-worlds freestyle
championship title, a passport that is full of stamps and his own action ﬁgure, Tao is a whitewater monster. And
while you may catch him on the most recent episode of Stunt Junkies or in Rolling Stone, it is the things he does
on the river that are the most impressive.

TAO BERMAN
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ANDREW HOLCOMBE

WHITEWATER KAYAKS
Often viewed as the more extreme side of paddling, whitewater kayaking offers something for everyone.
For some it is the experience of paddling remote rivers. For others it’s a quick trip to your local play
park. Regardless of your style, nothing beats a day ﬂoating on the river. And here at Dagger, we make
the boats for all those adventures. River running, creeking or play boating, our boats are designed to
be light, comfortable, dry, easy to roll, and above all, fun to paddle! Our Team of paddlers have been
scouring the planet and testing these boats to their limits. When you paddle a Dagger boat, you know
you are paddling the kayak that will allow you to reach your full potential.

Dagger’s
all new playboat

Dagger’s latest playboat, the Agent, is in the open and is up for any playboating task asked of it.
It’s ready for big bounce, big air, and big moves. Never has so much time and technologies gone into
a play boat. After 5 versions in three sizes and 2 spots on the Men’s U.S. National Team and The North
American Cup championship, Dagger ﬁgured it was ready. Think performance, agility, forgiveness,
comfort, and the ability to go big. It enables you to run the tougher rapids, then pulls up to any play
spot and destroys it. It’s that good. Make sure to try this one if you’re ready to play. It has proven
itself even before we released it. The Agent combines a fast hull that carves deep but at the same
time releases cleanly for dynamic wave moves all while being so comfortable. We are talking all
day play and river running and pain free feet. YES! In addition it is very dry, a rigid hull, and enough
rocker in the back to not trip you over when landing big switch tricks. It kills big and small features.
Wait till you paddle it and you will see.
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Some call him Andrew, we call him Mr. Kayaker. Often considered the most versatile and talented paddler ever, Andrew will shake
his head humbly and simple say ‘I’m just a kayaker.” But that is an understatement. Over the past season Andrew not only won the
2006 North American Freestyle Championships and made the US men’s freestyle team but also ﬁnished 2nd in the coveted Green
river race in only his ﬁrst year competing at the race. In addition Andrew can be found traveling the United States in his Subaru
teaching free freestyle clinics for Dagger’s Paddle with the Pros and hosting numerous impromptu paddle clinics.

AGENT 6.0:

Dynamic playboating for the smaller paddler. Get ready to paddle at the next level.
SPECS:
Length

6' / 180 cm

Weight

28.5 lbs / 13 kg

Width

24" / 61 cm

Cockpit

34" x 18.75"/ 85cm x 47cm

Deck Height

11"/ 28 cm

Volume

42gal / 158 L

Paddler Weight Range

80-145 lbs. / 36 kg-65 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

D – Bone welded in seat track
Foam subframe
Flipswitch Backband
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Overthruster by IR

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

AGENT 6.2:

A whitewater weapon for the mid sized freestylers. Comfortable, dry, and serves up massive air and loops.
SPECS:
Length

6'2"/ 185 cm

Weight

29.5 lbs./ 13.5 kg

Width

25" / 62.5 cm

Cockpit

34" x 18.75"/ 85cm x 47cm

Volume

50 gal/ 189 L

Deck Height

12"/ 30.5 cm

Paddler Weight Range

125-190 lbs. / 56 kg-86 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

D – Bone welded in seat track
Foam subframe
Flipswitch Backband
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Overthruster by IR

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

AGENT 6.4:

Big boys rejoice in a comfortable play boat that performs anywhere.
SPECS:
Length

6'4"/ 190 cm

Weight

31.5 lbs./ 14.25 kg

Width

25.75"/ 65.5 cm

Cockpit

34" x 18.75"/ 85cm x 47cm

Volume

59 gal/ 223 L

Deck Height

13"/ 33 cm

Paddler Weight Range

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

165-225 lbs. / 74 kg-102 kg

D – Bone welded in seat track
Foam subframe
Flipswitch Backband
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Overthruster by IR

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime
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KINGPIN 6.1:

The platform by which all playboats are compared. A playful hull with slicy ends that will dominate waves and holes. Stability that affords awesome down
river play.
SPECS:
Length

6'1"/ 227.5 cm

Weight

33 lbs./ 15 kg

Width

23.25"/ 63 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

44 gal/166 L

Deck Height

10.75"/ 26.9 cm

Paddler Weight Range

80-140 lbs. /36.3 kg-63.5 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

KINGPIN 6.2:

The boat that helped shape the revolution and one of our most popular ever. Designed for big moves as well as being paddler friendly.
SPECS:
Length

6'1"/240 cm

Weight

34 lbs./ 15 kg

Width

24.75"/ 65 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 5 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

47 gal/ 178 L

Deck Height

11.5"/ 28.8 cm

Paddler Weight Range

100-180 lbs. / 45.4 kg-81.6 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

KINGPIN 6.3:

The freedom to do what you like in comfort and control. The strategically well placed volume offers river running performance while the planning hull still
allows you to throw dynamic moves.
SPECS:
Length

6'5"/ 252.5 cm

Weight

35 lbs./ 16 kg

Width

26"/ 68 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

56 gal/ 212 L

Deck Height

11.75"/ 29.4 cm

Paddler Weight Range

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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150-230 lbs. / 68 kg-104.3 kg

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

Adrenalin Rush goes big. A member of the US men’s freestyle team, a former Jr. World freestyle champion, inventor of
the Hail Mary ( a front loop off of a 40 foot waterfall), and a founding father of Young Guns Productions, Rush is the
epitome of paddling. His kayaking and ﬁlm making has taken him to every corner of the earth. His talents aren’t just in
front of the camera as he has also helped ﬁlm and edit ‘New Reign’ and the award winning ‘Dynasty’. Be on the look out
for YGP’s 2007 release of ‘The Source’ which will showcase Rush’s and the rest of Team Dagger’s incredible talents.

RX 6.7:

A perfect hybrid of play and river running. The hull screams speed while the volume says stability. Cartwheels, surﬁng, down-river control and all day
comfort rolled into one stylish package.
SPECS:
Length

6'7"/ 197.5 cm

Weight

33 lbs./ 15 kg

Width

25.5"/ 63.8 cm

Cockpit

34.75"x19"/ 86.9 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

52 gal/ 196.8 L

Deck Height

10.75"/ 63.8 cm

Paddler Weight Range

120-195 lbs. / 54.4 kg-88.5 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

D – Bone welded in seat track
Foam subframe
Flipswitch Backband
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

RX 6.9:

More volume to allow added comfort and forgiveness but the same playful hull. From those must make eddies and attainments, to dynamic play moves the
RX does it all. A great travel boat and multi tasker.
SPECS:
Length

6'8"/ 200 cm

Weight

35 lbs./ 16 kg

Width

26.5"/ 66.3 cm

Cockpit

34.75"x19"/ 86.9 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

58 gal/ 219.5 L

Deck Height

12.0"/ 30 cm

Paddler Weight Range

150-225 lbs. / 68.1 kg-102.1 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

D – Bone welded in seat track
Foam subframe
Flipswitch Backband
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Padded foam Footbrace
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

Photo by Josh Morell/www.imagethisphoto.com.

RUSH STURGES
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While most 20 year olds are wondering what they want to be when they grow
up, Pat Keller is out doing it. With a family
tree full of whitewater paddlers, it is no surprise that Pat is one of the most recognize
d names in class V+ creek boating.
With countless ﬁrst descents and a knack for running rapids others have nightmare
s about, he is well on his way to rewriting
the history books of steep creeking. Hailing from Ashville, North Carolina, Pat
dominated every creek race he competed
in during the 2006 season. His biggest achievement? Not only did he win the Green
race in BOTH long and short boat
divisions and the overall title of ‘Greenman’ but he also set a new course record
in his Nomad 8.5. Yeah, get some.

MAMBA 7.5:

The all rounder for youths, smaller paddlers, beginner river runners or advanced big water lovers. Quick and easy to roll plus it is so lightweight. A great
platform whether your paddling is just getting started or you’re stepping it up.
SPECS:
Length

7'7" / 227.5 cm

Weight

37 lbs / 17 kg

Width

25.25" / 63 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

57 gal / 215 L

Deck Height

13.5"/ 33.8 cm

Paddler Weight Range

120-170 lbs / 54.4 kg-77.1 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Multi direction adjustable bulkhead footbrace
with foam padding

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

MAMBA 8.0:

Load up for big trips, surf it, spin it, or set up for that horizon line. The Mamba is truly versatile and a kayak that will be in use for many seasons.
SPECS:
Length

8' / 240 cm

Weight

42 lbs / 19 kg

Width

26" / 65 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

62gal / 234 L

Deck Height

13.75"/ 34.3 cm

Paddler Weight Range

150-215 lbs / 68 kg-97.5 kg

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Multi direction adjustable bulkhead footbrace
with foam padding

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

MAMBA 8.5:

Send er’ down your steepest local run or get ready for an expedition anywhere on earth. Big paddlers will love its forgiveness and resurfacing ability.
SPECS:
Length

8'5" / 252.5 cm

Weight

46 lbs / 21 kg

Width

27.75" / 69 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

72gal / 272 L

Deck Height

15"/ 37.5 cm

Paddler Weight Range

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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175-260 lbs / 79.3 kg-117.9 kg

COLORS:

D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
Foam subframe
▪ Orange
Flipswitch Backband
▪ Yellow
Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
Tool less Vector seat adjustment
Multi adjustable contoured hip pads
Multi direction adjustable bulkhead footbrace
with foam padding

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

Photo by: Ben Edson/downstreamphoto.com

PAT KELLER

NOMAD 8.1:

The most respected creeker in the industry. Hundreds of ﬁrst descents, thousands of miles of Class V, and a reputation for running anything. Sit in and
see for yourself.
SPECS:
Length

8' / 240 cm

Weight

42 lbs / 19 kg

Width

25.25" / 63 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

68gal / 257 L

Deck Height

12.5"/ 31.2 5 cm

Paddler Weight Range

110-190 lbs / 49.9 kg-86.2 kg

FEATURES:

COLORS:

▪ D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
▪ Adjustable tank style rotomolded
▪ Orange
Creek seat
▪ Yellow
▪ Low cut seat back for easy access
gear storage
▪ Safety step out wall
▪ 6 point safety/security handles
▪ Compression molded comfort seat padding
▪ Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
▪ Flipswitch Backband
▪ Foam subframe

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

NOMAD 8.5:

Born to boof. Add Dagger’s rotomolded seat with a safety step out wall and you have the creek boat of your dreams. Multi point safety/security grab
handles, shedding deck, unrivalled initial and secondary stability. Go ahead, run it.
SPECS:
Length

8'5" / 252.5 cm

Weight

45 lbs / 20 kg

Width

26.5" / 66.25 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

78gal / 295 L

Deck Height

13"/ 32.5 cm

Paddler Weight Range

FEATURES:

150-240 lbs / 68 kg-108.9 kg

COLORS:

▪ D – Bone welded in seat track
▪ Red
▪ Adjustable tank style rotomolded
▪ Orange
Creek seat
▪ Yellow
▪ Low cut seat back for easy access
gear storage
▪ Safety step out wall
▪ 6 point safety/security handles
▪ Compression molded comfort seat padding
▪ Precision adjustable Thigh Braces
▪ Flipswitch Backband
▪ Foam subframe

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime
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RPM 9.0:

The most popular whitewater kayak ever created. Easy to roll and easy to paddle, the boat that everyone knows. The deﬁnition of a true classic that needs
no introduction.
SPECS:
Length

8'11" / 267.5 cm

Weight

39 lbs / 18 kg

Width

24" / 60 cm

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

Volume

60gal / 227 L

Deck Height

12"/ 30 cm

Paddler Weight Range

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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110-230 lbs / 45.4 kg-90.7 kg

Ergonomic thermo molded seat
Comfort ﬁt padded thigh braces
Adjustable back band
Bulkhead footbrace
Semi Rigid fabric ﬁnish grab handles
Hammerhead Security locking point

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

TEAM DAGGER WOMEN
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Photo by: Corey Hendrickson

RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
Ever wanted to get back to the little coves on a nearby lake? Wished you had a stable boat that you and your family could enjoy
together? Want a versatile kayak you can use for years? A recreational kayak is the answer, and for many reasons. Stability: A
stable platform to not only learn in but to explore in. Great for ﬁshing and outdoor adventure or getting a ﬁrst timer out on the
water. Comfort: Comfort is key to be able to paddle all day and in total bliss. Dagger’s recreational kayaks offer an oversize
cockpit to avoid any claustrophobic feelings as well as offering room for a wide range of body types. Weight: Easy to handle
and carry to the car and even easier to load for your trip to the lake. We use only the best materials that are not only durable
but the lightest we could ﬁnd. Performance: Features such as Dagger’s drop skeg technology ensures you stay on track and helps
your paddling to progress rapidly.

APPROACH:

The ultimate in hybrid crossover kayaks. Stable, forgiving, and light with extra cockpit room. Run rivers or paddle on the lake. The cockpit supports the
use of a spray skirt and the storage hatches seal tight and dry. Spring-loaded drop skeg helps improve your paddling with directional tracking.
SPECS:
Length

10' / 300 cm

Weight

44 lbs / 20 kg

Width

28" / 70 cm

Deck Height

13.5"/ 34.3 cm

Max Capacity

330 lbs / 149.9 kg

Cockpit

38.75" x 21.25"/ 82.5 cm x 47.5 cm

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Large easy access cockpit
Adjustable fabric covered thigh braces
Adjustable thermo molded back rest
Thermo molded seat pad
10” watertight stern hatch
Bow and stern foam flotation
Quick access, spring loaded, height
adjustable drop skeg

COLORS:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Red
Orange
Yellow
Flame

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Lime

BLACKWATER 10.5:

We’ve updated the classic multi-purpose Rec boat with improved stability and a new easier-to-use skeg, while somehow retaining the best-in-class features that
made the Blackwaters our most popular recreational boats ever.
SPECS:
Length

10'5" / 312.5 cm

Weight

44 lbs / 20 kg

Width

26.75" / 66.9 cm

Deck Height

13.75"/ 34.4 cm

Max Capacity

295 lbs / 133.8 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:

COLORS:

▪ Stern hatch storage
▪ Red
▪ Retractable Ergonomic grab handles
▪ Orange
▪ Quick access, spring loaded, height
▪ Yellow
adjustable drop skeg
▪ Zone multi adjust backrest
▪ Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pad
▪ Sculpted, channeled and vented foam for all
day comfort
▪ Knee pad with inner or outer cockpit brace
options

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

BLACKWATER 12.0:

A bit more length to get there faster and a drop skeg to keep you headed in the right direction. Larger cockpit accommodates larger paddlers or those that may
feel claustrophobic. Easy in, easy out, easy to fall in love with.
SPECS:
Length

12' / 360 cm

Weight

47 lbs / 21 kg

Width

26" / 65 cm

Deck Height

13.75"/ 34.4 cm

Max Capacity

345 lbs / 156.5 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:

COLORS:

▪ Stern hatch storage
▪ Red
▪ Retractable Ergonomic grab handles
▪ Orange
▪ Quick access, spring loaded, height
▪ Yellow
adjustable drop skeg
▪ Zone multi adjust backrest
▪ Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pad
▪ Sculpted, channeled and vented foam for all
day comfort
▪ Knee pad with inner or outer cockpit brace
options

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

BLACKWATER II 13.5:

Want to go kayaking with me? Hop in! Two seats will double the fun. Want some alone time? The bow seat moves to the center so you can do just. And don’t forget
about the third kids seat. A boat the whole family can use.
SPECS:
Length

13'10" / 415 cm

Weight

78 lbs / 35 kg

Width

30.25" / 75.6 cm

Deck Height

13"/ 32.5 cm

Max Capacity

475 lbs / 215.5 kg

Cockpit

80" x 21"/ 200 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:
▪ Stern hatch storage
▪ Retractable Ergonomic grab handles
▪ Height adjustable drop skeg
▪ Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pad
▪ Sculpted, channeled and vented foam for all
day comfort
▪ Third kids seat

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame
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ELEMENT 10.0:

A kayak for all ages and abilities. SUPER stable for beginners and light weight to carry to the water. A breeze to paddle combined with unrivaled comfort
makes this THE boat to get started in.
SPECS:
Length

10' / 300 cm

Weight

41 lbs / 19 kg

Width

27.75" / 69.4 cm

Deck Height

14"/ 35 cm

Max Capacity

250 lbs / 113.4 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Technical bow deck rigging
Zone multi adjust backrest
Thermo molded foam seat & back rest pad
Hammerhead Security locking point
Ergonomic grab handles

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

ELEMENT 11.2:

The stability of the smaller Element with the bonus of a stern hatch and added length for longer hauls. The effortless glide of the hull will make it a pleasure to
paddle around your local waterways or head out for an over night camp
SPECS:
Length

11'1" / 332.5 cm

Weight

47 lbs / 21 kg

Width

28.5" / 71.3 cm

Deck Height

11.25"/ 28.1 cm

Max Capacity

275 lbs / 124.7 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Technical bow deck rigging
Zone multi adjust backrest
Thermo molded foam seat & back rest pad
Hammerhead Security locking point
Ergonomic grab handles
Dual density stern storage hatch

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

ANNA LEVESQUE

ZYDECO 9.0:

Our easiest-to-paddle, lightest, most approachable kayak design is a true performer. Maximized waterline length combined with a surprisingly zippy hull.
SPECS:
Length

9'5" / 282.5 cm

Weight

38 lbs / 17 kg

Width

27.75" / 69.4 cm

Deck Height

12.5"/ 30.25 cm

Max Capacity

220 lbs / 99.8 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

FEATURES:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bow and stern deck rigging
Thermo molded foam seat & back rest pad
Hammerhead Security locking point
Ergonomic grab handles
Knee pad with inner or outer cockpit brace
options

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

People often ask “What does it take to be on Team Dagger?” And our answer is simple. Be the best ambassador possible to kayaking.
And no one epitomizes this more then Anna Levesque. For years she was a ﬁxture on the whitewater circuit, traveling the country for
competitions and enjoying the freedom it gave her. But along the way Anna realized there was a lack of attention for female paddlers.
So she decided to do something, and that was to create Girls at Play. So for several months a year Anna continues that tradition of
travel. Only now she does it to give back to the female paddling community through instructional clinics, videos, seminars and public
speaking. And when Girls at Play needs more travel time, Anna takes them south of the border for some paddling and yoga in Mexico.
These ladies have all the fun!
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TOURING KAYAKS
Our belief in “wherever there’s water” extends to every aspect of kayaking. And for those that like to lead life off the beaten
path, a touring boat is the perfect escape from the day to day doldrums. Expeditions, day trips, overnighters, or family paddling
excursions, a touring boat is the paddling pick up we all want. Dagger’s touring boats have a long standing heritage of performance
and a reputation for quality. The long sleek lines ensure a fast smooth glide across the water while still providing a stable platform
that is user friendly. And then there is the attention to detail. Dual Density hatches that seal water tight, perfectly placed deck
rigging and ample room for accessory mounts. The new Zone multi adjust outﬁtting with thermo molded padding will allow you to
enjoy all these miles in absolute comfort and control. Dagger Touring kayaks are a pleasure to paddle and a source for a more
adventurous life.

KASEY AIKNEY & STANLEY

EURO X:

Feature rich and with enough space to store everything you could possibly need. The Euro X is the ultimate for multi day touring and expeditions. Smooth gliding and
unmatched stability combined with all day comfort.
FEATURES:
COLORS:
SPECS:
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Length

16'8" / 500 cm

Weight

65 lbs / 30 kg

Width

23.25" / 58 cm

Deck Height

12.5"/ 31.25 cm

Max Capacity

400 lbs / 181.4 kg

Cockpit

35" x 18.5"/ 87.5 cm x 46 cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bow and stern Bulkheads
Third day storage hatch
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
Thermo molded foam back rest pad
Reﬂective perimeter safety line
Rudder option for directional tracking
GPS and compass mounting locations
Liquicell technology seat padding

▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

The Colorado Rockies are known for their countless rivers and creeks as well as thousands of high alpine lakes. But if you
want to learn more, just ask Kasey. A long time Colorado gal, Kasey gets more then her fair share of days on the water.
Whether it’s a big class V stretch of river or a leisurely day of paddling with her pooch, she is known for getting after it
and making the most of her paddling season. “Paddling comes in so many forms, I’m just lucky enough to have it all right
here! I just wish we could make the summer a few months longer”. Well said. We couldn’t agree more.

CATALYST 12.8:

Is it a rec. boat or a touring kayak? All the stability of a rec boat married with the smooth glide of a tourer. The hatches and rudder are there when
you decide to go the extra mile or 10.
FEATURES:

SPECS:
Length

12'10" / 385 cm

Weight

45 lbs / 20 kg

Width

25" / 62.5 cm

Deck Height

11"/ 27.5 cm

Max Capacity

275 lbs / 124.7 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bow and stern bulkheads
Bow and stern deck rigging
Zone multi adjust backrest
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
Bow and stern dual density hatches
Rudder option for directional tracking

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

CATALYST 13.0:

Progress your paddling past your expectations. Whether its an afternoon on the lake or a multi-day adventure, there’s tons of storage space so you
can spend all the time you want on the water, (and top-shelf outﬁtting so you’ll want to). Stable, fun, friendly and oh so comfortable.
FEATURES:

SPECS:
Length

13' / 390 cm

Weight

51 lbs / 23 kg

Width

26.5" / 66.25 cm

Deck Height

12"/ 30 cm

Max Capacity

295 lbs / 131.8 kg

Cockpit

38" x 21"/ 95 cm x 52.5 cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bow and stern bulkheads
Bow and stern deck rigging
Zone multi adjust backrest
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
Bow and stern dual density hatches
Rudder option for directional tracking

COLORS:
▪ Red
▪ Orange
▪ Yellow

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame
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SPECTER 14.0:

Smaller shape for smaller paddlers. Take it out for a leisurely lunch break session or ﬁll it up for a weekend getaway. The clean deck lines and ﬂush
mount water-tight storage hatches make this boat look as smooth as it paddles.
FEATURES:

SPECS:
Length

14'2" / 425 cm

Weight

58 lbs / 26 kg

Width

24.25" / 60.6 cm

Deck Height

13.75"/ 34.4 cm

Max Capacity

285 lbs / 129.3 kg

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

Bow and stern bulkheads
▪ Red
▪ Orange
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
▪ Yellow
Zone multi adjust backrest
Hammerhead Security locking point
Rudder option for directional tracking
Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pads
Bow and stern neoprene hatches with ﬂush ﬁt
hard covers

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

SPECTER 15.0:

From day tripping to long range touring, the Specter offers it all in an affordable package. The perfect balance of stability and speed with the ability to
keep you in comfort for the whole trip.
FEATURES:
COLORS:
SPECS:
Length

15'2" / 455 cm

Weight

59 lbs / 27 kg

Width

24.75" / 61.9 cm

Deck Height

13.75"/ 34.4 cm

Max Capacity

320 lbs / 145.2 kg

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bow and stern bulkheads
▪ Red
▪ Orange
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
▪ Yellow
Zone multi adjust backrest
Hammerhead Security locking point
Rudder option for directional tracking
Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pads
Bow and stern neoprene hatches with ﬂush ﬁt
hard covers

SPECTER 15.5 AIRALITE:

▪ Blue
▪ Sky
▪ Flame

Small and light enough to load up on a moments notice but long enough to cover big distances. Airalite offers light weight and stiff performance.
FEATURES:

SPECS:
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Length

15'3" / 457 cm

Weight

55 lbs / 25 kg

Width

24.75" / 61.9 cm

Deck Height

13"/ 32.5 cm

Max Capacity

320 lbs / 145.2 kg

Cockpit

34" x 19"/ 85 cm x 47.5 cm

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

COLORS:

Bow and stern bulkheads
▪ Red
▪ Yellow
Zone multi adjust thigh braces
▪ Blue
Zone multi adjust backrest
▪ Silver
Hammerhead Security locking point
Rudder option for directional tracking
Thermo molded foam seat and back rest pads
Bow and stern neoprene hatches with ﬂush ﬁt
hard covers
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PADDLER
WEIGHT RANGE

VOLUME

LENGTH

WIDTH

COCKPIT

DECK
HEIGHT

BOAT
WEIGHT

CATEGORY

RPM 9.0

110-230 lbs. /
49.9 kg-104.3 kg

60 gal/
227 L

8'11"/
267.5 cm

24"/
60 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

12"/
30 cm

39 lbs./
18 kg

River
Running

Nomad 8.1

110-190 lbs. /
49.9 kg-86.2 kg

68 gal/
257 L

8'0"/
240 cm

25.25"/
63 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

12.5"/
31.25 cm

42 lbs./
19 kg

Creeking

Nomad 8.5

150-240 lbs. /
68 kg-108.9 kg

78 gal/
295 L

8'5"/
252.5 cm

26.5"/
66.25 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

13"/
32.5cm

45 lbs./
20 kg

Creeking

RX 6.7

120-195 lbs. /
54.4 kg-88.5 kg

52 gal/
196.8 L

6'7"/
197.5 cm

25.5"/
63.8 cm

34.75"x19"/
86.9cm x 47.5cm

10.75"/
63.8 cm

33 lbs./
15 kg

River Play

RX 6.9

150-225 lbs. /
68.1 kg-102.1 kg

58 gal/
219.5 L

6'8"/
200 cm

26.5"/
66.3 cm

34.75"x19"/
86.9cm x 47.5cm

12.0"/
30 cm

35 lbs./
16 kg

River Play

Mamba 7.5

120-170 lbs. /
54.4 kg-77.1 kg

57 gal/
215 L

7'7"/
227.5 cm

25.25"/
63 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

13.5"/
33.8 cm

37 lbs./
17 kg

River
Running

Mamba 8.0

150-215 lbs. /
68 kg-97.5 kg

62 gal/
234 L

8'0"/
240 cm

26"/
65 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

13.75"/
34.3 cm

42 lbs./
19 kg

River
Running

Mamba 8.5

175-260 lbs. /
79.3 kg-117.9 kg

72 gal/
272 L

8'5"/
252.5 cm

27.75"/
69 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

15"/
37.5 cm

46 lbs./
21 kg

River
Running

Kingpin: Icon 6.1

80-140 lbs. /
36.3 kg-63.5 kg

44 gal/
166 L

6'1"/
227.5 cm

23.25"/
63 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

10.75"/
26.9 cm

33 lbs./
15 kg

Play

Kingpin: Icon 6.2

100-180 lbs. /
45.4 kg-81.6 kg

47 gal/
178 L

6'1"/
240 cm

24.75"/
65 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

11.5"/
28.8 cm

34 lbs./
15 kg

Play

Kingpin: Icon 6.3

150-230 lbs. /
68 kg-104.3 kg

56 gal/
212 L

6'5"/
252.5 cm

26"/
68 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

11.75"/
29.4 cm

35 lbs./
16 kg

Play

Agent 6.0

80-145 lbs. /
36 kg-65 kg

42 gal/
158 L

6'0"/
180 cm

23.25"/
59 cm

34" x 18.75"/
85cm x 47cm

11.25"/
28.5 cm

28.5 lbs./
13 kg

Dynamic
Play

Agent 6.2

125-190 lbs. /
56 kg-86 kg

50 gal/
189 L

6'2"/
185 cm

24.5"/
62.3 cm

34" x 18.75"/
85cm x 47cm

12"/
30.5 cm

30.5 lbs./
14 kg

Dynamic
Play

Agent 6.4

165-225 lbs. /
74 kg-102 kg

58 gal/
219 L

6'4"/
190 cm

25.25"/
64 cm

34" x 18.75"/
85cm x 47cm

12.75"/
31 cm

32 lbs./
15 kg

Dynamic
Play

MAX
CAPACITY

LENGTH

WIDTH

DECK
HEIGHT

COCKPIT

BOAT
WEIGHT

BOW
HATCH

STERN
HATCH

APPROACH

330 lbs./
149.9 kg

10'/
300 cm

28"/
70 cm

13.5"/
33.8 cm

38.75" x 21.25"/
96.9cm x 53cm

44 lbs./
20 kg

N/A

10" x 10" /
25cm x 25cm

BLACKWATER 10.5

295 lbs./
133.8 kg

10'5"/
312.5 cm

26.75"/
66.9 cm

13.75"/
34.4 cm

38" x 21"/
95 cm x 52.5 cm

44 lbs./
20 kg

N/A

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

RED

BLACKWATER 12.0

345 lbs./
156.5 kg

12'/
360 cm

26"/
65 cm

13.75"/
34.4 cm

38" x 21"/
95 cm x 52.5 cm

47 lbs./
21 kg

N/A

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

ORANGE

BLACKWATER II 13.5

475 lbs./
215.5 kg

13'10"/
415 cm

30.25"/
75.6 cm

13"/
32.5 cm

80" x 21"/
200 cm x 52.5 cm

78 lbs./
35 kg

N/A

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

ELEMENT 10.0

250 lbs./
113.4 kg

10'/
300 cm

27.75"/
69.4 cm

14"/
35 cm

38" x 21"/
95cm x 52.5cm

41 lbs./
19 kg

N/A

N/A

ELEMENT 11.2

275 lbs./
124.7 kg

11'1"/
332.5 cm

28.5"/
71.3 cm

11.25"/
28.1cm

38" x 21"/
95cm x 52.5cm

47 lbs./
21 kg

N/A

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

ZYDECO 9.0

220 lbs./
99.8 kg

9'5"/
282.5 cm

27.75"/
69.4 cm

12.5"/
30.25 cm

38" x 21"/
95cm x 52.5cm

38 lbs./
17 kg

N/A

N/A

MAX
CAPACITY

LENGTH

WIDTH

DECK
HEIGHT

COCKPIT

BOAT
WEIGHT

BOW
HATCH

STERN
HATCH

EURO X 16.8

400 lbs./
181.4 kg

16'8"/
500 cm

23.25"/
58 cm

12.5"/
31.25 cm

35" x 18.5"/
87.5cm x 46cm

65 lbs.*/
30 kg

10" x 10" /
25cm x 25cm

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

CATALYST 12.8

275 lbs./
124.74 kg

12'10"/
385 cm

25"/
62.5 cm

11"/
27.5 cm

38" x 21"/
95cm x 52.5cm

45 lbs.*/
20 kg

10" x 10" /
25cm x 25cm

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

CATALYST 13.0

295 lbs./
131.81 kg

13'/
390 cm

26.5"/
66.25 cm

12"/
30 cm

38" x 21"/
95cm x 52.5cm

51 lbs.*/
23 kg

10" x 10" /
25cm x 25cm

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

SPECTER 14.0

285 lbs./
129.27 kg

14'2"/
425 cm

24.25"/
60.6cm

13.75"/
34.4 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

58 lbs./
26 kg

10" x 14" /
25cm x 35cm

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

SPECTER 15.0

320 lbs./
145.15 kg

15'2"/
455 cm

24.75"/
61.9 cm

13.75"/
34.4 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

59 lbs./
27 kg

10" x 14" /
25cm x 35cm

11" x 16" /
28cm x 40cm

SPECTER 15.5
Airalite

320 lbs./
145.15 kg

15'3"/
457 cm

24.75"/
61.9 cm

13"/
32.5 cm

34" x 19"/
85cm x 47.5cm

55 lbs./
25 kg

7.75" x 14" /
19cm x 35cm

9.5" x 15.5" /
24cm x 39cm

SILVER
RED

BLUE
SKY

BLUE

ROTOMOLDED COLORS

FLAME

YELLOW

LIME

AIRALITE™ COLORS

YELLOW

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL
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Whitewater Performance Fit System™
2

3
4

5

With the Performance Fit System you get a lighter, stronger and even more bomb-proof boat
that has a completely intuitive and toolless outﬁtting system. So leave the wrenches and
screwdrivers at home. We stripped down and simpliﬁed the outﬁtting systems for enhanced
comfort and reduced weight – all the while stretching that performance edge that makes the
new paddlers happy and keeps the river rats coming back for more. Off the line, these boats
come with everything you need, ready to customize and dial-in just the way you like ‘em.
Overthruster by IR

1

No more beach balls in the cockpit!! Developed by working closely with our friends at Immersion
Research,® the Overthruster™ is an incredible addition of volume for maximizing powerful
performance. Now, cranking out big air moves, aerial loops and ﬂips just got easier.

1 D-Bone™ Welded-In Seat Track

5 Vector™ Seat

Not only does it make for a lighter boat, but this rigid rail is fused to the hull and prevents
hull deformation in all conditions. A more rigid hull = a better performing hull = many
jealous friends.

This year, the Vector™ seat has four contact points that connect your seat to the hull for a
stable and secure ride. But for easy adjustability, you only need to adjust two of those
points (which are completely toolless) to dial-in for the perfect ﬁt.

2 Multi-Adjustable Hip Pads

Pleasure Wedger

3 Precision Adjustable Thigh Braces

Foam Subframe

4 Flipswitch™ Backband

Padded Footbrace

Super light with a two-step fastener. So now you can adjust your hip pads in an inﬁnite
number of positions. They’re lighter, better than anything else out there and adjust quickly
and easily on the water. The future just landed in your lap.

New thermoformed thigh braces make for a lighter boat and cleaner ﬁnish. Plus, we’ve
increased distance between the braces while maintaining that two inches of fore and aft
adjustment. You’ve got performance and safety.

Fine-tune your ﬁt with the Ladderloc™ buckle on the backband. Then ﬂip the thigh bracemounted Flipswitches™ to crank down the backband and secure yourself in the boat.
Simple. Secure. And dialed-in.

This little beauty allows the angle of your seat to go up or down, so you can dial it in for
your own body size. Like a bucket seat, it cradles (not pushes) your body and lifts from the
center, then falls away to the sides. Balance and control are instantly improved. (All boats
except RPM & Nomad.)
A foam subframe means that you get great ﬂotation and are paddling a strong, rigid
kayak. And what reinforces that fact (and your boat) is the marriage between the subframe
and that D-Bone™ welded-in seat track. Yes Kemosabe, we’re talking “strong like bull.”

Get this: A footbrace that’s integrated with your foam wall and allows the boat to be used
by multiple paddlers. Simply remove shims and add them in again. It’s lightweight and
customizable. It’s also solid, impact resistant and provides great control, yet still oh-socomfy on the feet.

And just like that, your kayak becomes you
Expert paddlers who have effortless command of their boats achieve a kind of oneness with
their kayaks. New Zone outﬁtting brings that experience to the rest of us. Using intuitive,
uncluttered ﬁingertip adjustments, Zone lets you tailor your connection to your kayak in an
instant for a more comfortable, more satisfying on-water experience. Get in your Zone.
Paddle in it. Stay in it.
Sculpted, channeled, and vented foam self-drains and conforms to your shape, whatever
your shape.
Multiple backrest options: height and pitch can change on your whim, with ﬁngertip ease.
Ingenious thigh brace design produces inﬁnite articulation and optimum comfort and mastery
of this critical contact point. ON SELECTED MODELS ONLY

Expedition - Touring Comfort Fit System™
1

2

Long hauls and uncomfortable boats don’t go together. Kinda like ketchup and caviar. So
we developed some of the most innovative outﬁtting ever conceived. It has no mechanical
parts and no need for tools to adjust. Yeah, we like the simplicity of it, too. Don’t believe
us? Then take one of our touring boats for a spin. After all, paddling in unbelievable
comfort, efﬁciency and responsiveness is believing.

1 Molded-in Ergonomic Seat with LiquiCell® Technology

Ergonomic Grab Handles

2 ZONE™ Outﬁtting thigh brace design

Dual Density Hatch Covers

FasTrak™ Aluminum Rudder

Hammerhead Security Bar

Bulkhead System

Camlok™ Adjustable Backband

Hey, we’ve got your back. Or in this case, your butt. A molded-in seat lifts your legs and
hugs your body while LiquiCell® provides a layer of cushion between your body and your
kayak, reducing soreness and shear for those long days of paddling.

Ingenious thigh brace design produces inﬁnite articulation and optimum comfort and
mastery of this critical contact point. ON SELECTED MODELS ONLY

Crosswinds and crosscurrents can stink. So we designed a rudder that doesn’t. Our
aluminum one is stiff, durable and less bulky than plastic. And its slim design makes for low
drag. Plus, you can raise and drop it with butter-like smoothness. You like? Thought so.
Yeah, yeah, they keep your stuff dry. But our bulkheads work extra hard to make your
boat stiffer and more efﬁcient, too. Made from stiff minicell foam and sealed twice with a
hefty sealant, your gear will love you forever.

Hey, we’d carry your boat from your car to the water if we could, but these ergonomic
grab handles are the next best thing. Designed with soft contours so you can get your
hands in with ease so all your trips to the water will be almost as pleasant as the ones in
the water.
We found it. The perfect hatch cover. (Okay, we had to make it.) Flexible and grippy on
the outer ring so you can get to your gear easily and a center that’s durable and stiff so
it’s protected as well. Told you it was perfect.
Unless your last name is Gates, it might put a dent in your attitude and your wallet if someone
walked off with your boat. This bomb-proof security bar makes sure that’ll never happen.

Check it out: Solid boat control, easy adjustability and extreme comfort. Nice, eh? Ratchet
buckles integrated into the Zone thigh braces provide quick adjustment from the cockpit.
Now you can crank up or relax back with precise ﬁngertip control.
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Ofﬁcial Sponors of Dagger Paddlesports Inc.
One of the great things about kayaking is the
actual drive to your favorite spot. Whether you
choose the open highway or a twisty mountain
road, getting there can be half the fun. Our Team
Dagger paddlers share this nomadic lifestyle and
are always combing the country side in search of
river festivals, competitions, and events. And while they are running rivers,
Subaru has been the vehicle to make these trips possible. With all-wheel
drive, plenty of room for paddle gear, and ample roof space, Subarus have
been the perfect way for our athletes to travel safely, comfortably and in
style. So be on the look out for a Dagger sponsored Subaru at your local
river. It will be the one loaded with boats!

On or off the water from head to toe, Nike has
the outdoor gear that keeps us warm and stylish.
Our partnership with the premier apparel and
shoe maker is based on performance and the
commitment to athletes that push the sport. Nike
has been supporting Team D with the garments to
keep them on top of their game and a river shoe
that is the stickiest ever. Nike gives our paddlers
the ability to “Just do it”.

The athletes that make up Team D are
hand-picked from the best paddlers in
the world, not just for their championshipwinning style and video-star talents, but
for their ability to share those things with
the rest of the paddling world. For six
years running Team D’s Paddle with the
Pros has been the premier instructional
program of its kind. Always fun, always
free, and always just for you. Team D invites you to your personal
next level – whether it’s nailing your ﬁrst right to left split, increasing
the power of your boof stoke, or simply making your eddy turns
more predictable. North or South, East or West, there will be a
Paddle with the Pros event on a river near you in 2007. Come see
what you’ve been missing. Or come back for your next ﬁx. See
www.teamdagger.com for schedule and details.

YAKIMA
With all the whitewater, recreational
and touring events we travel to we
need to be able to load boats on our Subarus. Lots and lots
of boats. We have a boat for everything and Yakima has the
racks and accessories to transport it all. With a variety of
rack conﬁgurations our travels are made much simpler with the
ability to store it all on the roof. Paddles, kayaks, bikes, you
name it and we have probably hauled it. Yakima is our answer
for getting there and allows our team to “Go Mighty”.
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Environmental Organizations Dagger Supports:
• American Canoe Association
• American Rivers
• American Whitewater
• Business for Wilderness
• Dogwood Alliance
• Friends of the Boundary
Waters Wilderness
• Friends of the Cheat
• Friends of the River
• Idaho Rivers United
• Northern Forest Alliance
• Paciﬁc River Council
• Rivers Council of Washington
• South Yuba River Citizens League

• Tennessee Scenic River Alliance
• Utah Rivers Council
• West Virginia River Coalition
WE ALSO SUPPORT:
• Young Gun Productions
• First Descents
• The Special Olympics
• Environmental Travel Companions
• Adaptive Sports Center
• Canoeing For Kids
• American Cancer Society
• and a host of others…

Girls at Play, LLC is committed to increasing the number of
female participants and enthusiasts in paddle sports by making
paddling accessible, fun and inspiring. Through paddling, yoga
and experiences abroad, Girls at Play believes that women
can build invaluable conﬁdence and self-respect that will stay
with them to make good decisions for their personal well-being.
Team D athlete Anna Levesque invites you to join her for a
paddling and learning experience you may never equal and
will certainly never forget. Visit www.watergirlsatplay.com for
schedule and more details.

FOR THE BEST IN PADDLING ACCESSORIES,
CHECK OUT OUR SISTER COMPANIES

The leader in bentshaft whitewater
and touring paddles. Vastly improved
control and natural wrist position are
the foundation of the AT experience.
www.atpaddles.com

The source for paddling gear
that not only works well, but
works well together.
www.harmonygear.com
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